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Abstract
Background: Recent reviews conclude that aphasia intervention is effective. However, replication
and implementation require detailed reporting of intervention is and a specification of participant
profiles. To date, reviews concentrate more on efficacy than on intervention reporting quality.
Aims: The aim of this project is to review the descriptions of aphasia interventions and participants
appearing in recent systematic reviews of aphasia intervention effectiveness. The relationship
between the quality of these descriptions and the robustness of research design is explored, and the
replicability of aphasia interventions is evaluated.
Methods and Procedures: The scope of our search was an analysis of the aphasia intervention studies
included in the Brady et al. 2016 and EBRSR 2018 systematic reviews, and in the RCSLT 2014
literature synthesis. Intervention descriptions published separately from the intervention study (i.e.
published online, in clinical tools, or a separate trial protocols) were not included. The criteria for
inclusion were that participants had aphasia, the intervention involved language and/or
communication, and included the following research designs: Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT),
comparison or control, crossover design, case series. Exclusion criteria included non-SLT
interventions, studies involving fewer than four participants, conference abstracts, studies not
available in English. Studies were evaluated for completeness of intervention description using the
TIDieR Checklist. Additionally, we rated the quality of patient and intervention description, with
particular reference to replicability.
Outcomes and Results: Ninety-three studies were included. Only 14 studies (15%) had >50
participants. Fifty-six studies (60%) did not select participants with a specific aphasia profile, and a
further 10 studies only described participants as non-fluent. Across the studies, an average of
eight (of 12) TIDieR checklist items were given but information on where, tailoring, modification and
fidelity items was rarely available. Studies that evaluated general aphasia intervention approaches
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tended to use RCT designs, whereas more specific intervention studies were more likely to use case
series designs.
Conclusions: Group studies were generally under-powered and there was a paucity of research
looking at specific aphasia interventions for specific aphasia profiles. There was a trade-off between
the robustness of the design and the level of specificity of the intervention described. While the
TIDieR framework is a useful guide to information which should be included in an intervention study,
it is insufficiently sensitive for assessing replicability. We consider possible solutions to the
challenges of making large-scale trials more useful for determining effective aphasia intervention.
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Background
A framework for the adequate description of aphasia interventions is required, with robust data
about intervention content, intervention method, patient selection and factors including intervention
intensity, frequency and duration. In 2016, Brady and Colleagues (Brady, Kelly, Godwin, Enderby &
Campbell, 2016) carried out a Cochrane review of speech and language therapy (SLT) for aphasia.
They assessed the effects of SLT for aphasia following stroke, from published randomised controlled
trials (RCTs) in peer reviewed journals. They concluded that SLT for people with aphasia following
stroke was effective in terms of improved functional communication, reading, writing, and expressive
language compared with no intervention. The authors of the review note that reporting guidelines
had enhanced the quality of the description in the more recent trials. However, there are still
evident limitations including the reported detail that hinders replication (to strengthen the evidence
base) and implementation in clinical practice. This paper sets out to review the aphasia intervention
evidence base in terms of the level of detail in intervention reporting.

Guidelines for intervention reporting
A variety of frameworks are available to guide the reporting of interventions. For trial protocols, the
SPIRIT statement (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials; Chan et al.,
2013) provides guidance about content. For reporting findings from randomized controlled trials, the
key guidelines are the CONSORT statement (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; Schulz,
Altman, Moher & CONSORT Group, 2010). These statements advises that authors should report on
interventions in enough detail to allow replication (SPIRIT, item 11; CONSORT, item 5) but do not
further specify how this should be done. The Template for Intervention Description and Replication
(TIDieR) (Hoffmann et al., 2014), extends CONSORT 2010 (item 5) and SPIRIT 2013 (item 11). This
template is designed to provide a guide for the description of intervention in stroke rehabilitation
(detailed in the Methods, table 1) to stipulate sufficient detail for replication studies. The benefit of
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the use of the checklist in different areas of stroke rehabilitation is encouraged (e.g., Yamato et al.
2016; Campbell et al., 2018). While the TIDieR statement was developed for adequate descriptions
of intervention in the context of clinical trials, Cotterill et al. (2018) show that it is also useful for
guiding intervention description more broadly. There is evidence that guidelines such as these have
improved the quality of reporting, particularly in randomised controlled trials (e.g. Cobo et al., 2011).
However, there remains work to be done to improve the specificity of reporting intervention detail,
in particular for more complex interventions such as speech and language therapy for aphasia.

Reporting complex interventions
The reporting of complex interventions requires an increased level of detail. Describing an aphasia
intervention adequately requires at least information about the content of intervention along with a
description of the hypothesized therapeutic activity, including the way the intervention is conveyed
to the client. Important aphasia intervention characteristics include instructional or motivational
setting, cueing or coaching parameters, feedback, and reinforcement. These characteristics are
required for replication and implementation but also are hypothesized to contribute to the efficacy
of the intervention. At present, aphasia rehabilitation lacks both a common language by which to
express these complex ingredients, and a unifying theory to help identify which aspects are most
important (Whyte, 2008). The Cochrane review authors (Brady, Kelly, Godwin, Enderby & Campbell.,
2016) called for future research to establish what are the optimum methods, frequency, duration,
and format of SLT provision for specific patient groups. Some of this work has begun, for example a
review of the effects of different treatment intensities on communication interventions (Warren, Fey
& Yoder, 2007). Intervention description (following the TIDieR template) of a range of interventions
may contribute to the further identification of the essential aspects (the ‘active ingredients’) of
aphasia intervention; both in general and in terms of specific methods of intervention.
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Reporting different research designs
The different research designs utilized in the evidence base may influence which aphasia intervention
methods are evaluated and how these methods are described. The gold standard for clinical research
is the RCT, in which individuals are randomly assigned to one of two or more study arms comparing
treatment vs no treatment or comparing more than one treatment (parallel RCT). A robust RCT
requires sufficient statistical power to address the clinical question and this requires a large sample
size. Other research designs also contribute considerably to the aphasia evidence base, including
cross-over designs, case series and non-randomized group studies. Beyond the Cochrane review of
RCTs of aphasia intervention (Brady et al., 2016), other systematic reviews and literature syntheses
of aphasia rehabilitation have included a wider range of research designs in their evaluation of the
evidence base. For example, this is the case in the Evidence-Based Review of Stroke Rehabilitation
(18th edition, Aphasia and Apraxia chapter: Faltynek et al., 2018) and the RCSLT Resource Manual for
commissioning and planning services for Speech, Language, and Communication Needs (SLCN),
Aphasia (Enderby & Cantrell, 2014). A treatment method is often reported in different research
designs within the evidence base, over the course of its development and/or replication. efficacy
may be established first by means of a case-series design, followed by a group study and/or RCT,
which highlights the importance of describing the method in enough detail for replication. For these
reasons, we considered it important to include a range of different research designs in this review of
aphasia intervention description, in order to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the reporting in
the aphasia rehabilitation evidence base.

The current study
Although there have been recent improvements in aphasia intervention reporting, the evidence base
is not consistent due to the issues outlined above (lack of detail in reporting guidelines; the inherent
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complexity in reporting complex interventions; and the varying levels of reporting detail
characteristic of different research designs). The purpose of this review is to explore the evidence
base, covering a range of research designs, and to evaluate it with respect to replicability. For this
purpose, an ‘umbrella review’ format was chosen. An umbrella review summarizes the evidence
from multiple research syntheses, to provide an overall examination of a body of information that is
already available (Becker, Deeks & Oxman, 2006). In contrast with systematic reviews and literature
syntheses, an umbrella review does not start with an independent search of research databases but
instead draws from the reference lists of other relevant reviews. The purpose is to provide an
overview of other reviews, with respect to a specific question. This umbrella review aims to
synthesise three recent reviews of aphasia intervention efficacy (see Methods section for details) in
order to evaluate the description of interventions and participants in the aphasia evidence base. We
also aim to explore the relationship between the quality of these descriptions and the type of
research design.
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Method
Research design
The source for the literature search was the reference lists from three recent reviews of aphasia
intervention efficacy: the Cochrane Review of Speech and language therapy for aphasia following
stroke (Brady et al., 2016); the Canadian Partnership for Stroke Recovery’s evidence-based review of
stroke rehabilitation (Aphasia and Apraxia chapter: Faltynek et al., 2018); the Royal College of Speech
and Language Therapists’ Resource Manual for Commissioning and Planning Services for SLCN
(Aphasia: Enderby & Cantrell, 2014). Inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied in line with our
research questions, and the resulting studies were analysed in relation to the quality of the
treatment descriptions and their replicability.
Research questions
The research questions were as follows:
i.

What types of intervention are included in the studies?

ii.

What is the quality of the studies in terms of types of research design, the use of
standardized tests to measure outcomes, and the numbers of participants?

iii.

Are aphasia profiles specified in inclusionary criteria?

iv.

What is the quality of aphasia intervention reporting?

v.

How replicable are the aphasia interventions?

Measures
Two measures were used to explore the quality of reporting and replicability:
•

In order to establish whether the studies provided adequate descriptions of aphasia
interventions, we analysed each study using the TIDieR checklist (Hoffman et al., 2014). The
checklist was initially devised to aid those designing an intervention study, although we used it
post hoc. The TIDieR items are listed in Table 1.
[insert Table 1 here]
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The scoring was binary; one point was scored if information was present, and zero points if not.
•

A second qualitative checklist, the Quality of Therapy Reporting (QTR), was devised to further
explore the TIDierR categories ‘What’ and ‘How’. This is a new measure devised specifically for
the current review. While the TIDieR analyses allow for a score of one on these categories when
some information about intervention is given, we were interested in the extent to which
intervention was described in a way that it was replicable. That is, having read the paper, would
we be confident that we would be able to carry out the intervention? We therefore devised a
further analysis, again with binary judgements, but here the judgments were based on sufficient
detail for replicability. The judgements were made on five indices, listed below, which were
devised through consensus decision making discussions in the author team:
1. Was the method clear?
2. Were materials and items specified?
3. Was service delivery clear?
4. Were the target responses (expected from the participant) specified?
5. Was information given about what to do when a target response is incorrect or absent?
Three researchers from the author team carried out the QTR rating. In order to benchmark
their rating, they first looked at five papers independently; came together to discuss their
responses; and to reach consensus on any discrepancies. For each question above, the
guiding principle whether there was enough detail reported in the paper for an experienced
clinician or researcher to replicate the treatment. As an example, consider question 2. This
question achieved a score if the full stimulus list of items (e.g. nouns) were specified; there
was a description of how the items were chosen such that it could be could followed; or
enough examples were given such that the method of selection were clear and could be
replicated. Where relevant, the paper would also need to refer to the kind of stimulus
materials used (e.g. picture cards, typed sentences) in enough detail to be replicated.

Study selection
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The three sources yielded 315 studies for consideration. The following inclusion and exclusion criteria
were applied to the studies (see Figure 1).
Inclusion criteria:
1. Studies which included four or more participants with aphasia
2. Studies which described intervention involving language or communication
3. Studies which contained a research design with a control.

Exclusion criteria
1. Studies involving fewer than four participants
2. Studies involving interventions not targeting aphasia
3. Studies which did not describe speech and language therapy (e.g. conversation partner
training, intervention for cognitive difficulties such as memory, or traditional Chinese
medicine)
4. Studies with no control and/or no post-test measures
5. Studies concerning drug trials and brain stimulations studies
6. Studies which did not describe research (e.g. trial protocols, conference abstracts, systematic
reviews and meta analyses, or Letters to the Editor)
7. Studies which are not published in English
8. Unobtainable studies.
[insert Figure 1 here]

Data coding and analyses
The data were characterized in terms of i) the categories of intervention type, ii) the experimental
design (including design type, use of standardized outcome measures, number of participants), and
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iii) the participant selection information provided. Following this, two measures were used to rate iv)
the quality of the treatment descriptions and v) their replicability.
i.

Categorisation by intervention type was carried out once the studies were selected, so as to
reduce the number of categories while being able to clearly describe each category, based on
the description of intervention given in the study.

ii.

Each study was categorised in terms of one of four research design types (case series, parallel
group, crossover, randomised control trial) using the following operational definitions:
Case series - Compares the effect of a treatment on a series of individuals before and after an
intervention but with no control group.
Parallel group - Compares the effect of two or more treatments (one of which may be a
control treatment) on a group of participants.
Crossover - In this design, each participant undertakes a sequence of two or more treatments
(or a waiting period + an active treatment). In this design, each participant acts as his or her
own control.
Randomized Control Trial (RCT) – Compares the effect of two or more treatments (one of
which may be a control treatment) on a group of participants who have been randomly
allocated to a treatment group.

In addition, studies were examined to identify whether not they used a standardized
outcome measure; and to identify the number of participants. A Kruskal-Wallis test was
used to explore whether there was a difference between research designs in terms of the
number of participants.
iii.

Studies were categorised in terms of the specificity of their participant selection criteria.
Studies were categorised as having specified selection criteria (and coded ‘C’) if they
described the selection of participants on the basis of criterion scores on specific (cognitive)
linguistic tests or subtests of test-batteries (not the score for the test-battery as a whole).
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Studies that specified only an overall test-battery score, diagnosis by informal description of
participant characteristics, or those that only described the participant profiles details after
selection, were categorised as having unspecified selection criteria (and coded ‘US’). In
addition, those studies selecting non-fluent participants were also identified. These three
categorisation processes were carried by three of the authors (SF, EB, LD). Each person
individually categorised all studies, and then discussed and agreed discrepancies in order to
reach a consensus.
iv.

Eighteen of the authors collectively rated the 93 studies with respect to whether the TIDieR
checklist items were present. Each author individually rated a random selection of studies
(mean = 5 studies; range = 2-7). Two of each person’s TIDieR forms (~39% of studies) were
blindly scored a second time by the first author and, where there were disagreements, the
first author’s scores were entered into the analysis. The inter-rater reliability was very good
at 87% agreement. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to explore whether there was a difference
between research designs in terms of their TIDieR scores.

v.

Three of the authors (LD, SF, EVB) undertook the QTR analysis which evaluated whether
sufficient detail for replicability was reported. They each individually rated thirty-one studies.
The five indices in the QTR were scored 1 (yes) or 0 (no), giving a total score of 5. As a first
step, two studies were each rated by the three authors and then discussed, in order to
benchmark the rating for each question. The remaining studies were then divided amongst
these three authors for individual ratings, and then 10% of the studies were second-rated.
There was 87% inter-rater agreement. A Pearson’s correlation was used to look for an
association between QTR score and number of participants; and a Kruskall-Wallis test was
used to explore whether there was a difference between research designs in terms of their
QTR score.
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Results
Applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria described in the methods section, 93 studies remained.
Details of the individual studies included are given in Appendix A. Quantitative analysis of the 93
studies, looking at categories of intervention, research design and information about participant
selection will be presented first, followed by analyses of the quality of information regarding the
interventions.
Studies categorized by intervention type
As described in the method, categorisation of the intervention types occurred after selection of the
93 studies, and extensive discussions among authors took place until a consensus was reached. The
categories were general, lexical, communication, conversation, sentence, MIT type, reading and
other. Since some studies (n=18) compared different aphasia interventions, there are more than 93
interventions included in this figure (total interventions counted = 111).

The thirty-two General interventions (29%) were those not specified in detail, or where a range of
interventions were described without saying which interventions were given to which individuals
with aphasia. Terms like ‘usual care’, ‘traditional therapy’, ‘stimulation therapy’, or ‘model-based
therapy’ were often used to describe the intervention given. Where the term ‘model-based therapy’
was used, it was unclear in each case which model was being referred to. Five studies referred to
computer programmes but did not specify how the intervention was administered on an individual
basis. In 13 of the 32 instances, a ‘general therapy’ was contrasted with another intervention, so the
general therapy might be considered a control.

The largest category included all lexical interventions, that is, interventions to improve auditoryverbal processing at the word level (n=40, 36%). Thirty four out of the 40 interventions in this
category were to improve naming. Four interventions aimed to improve comprehension and naming;
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two interventions aimed to improve comprehension only. Methods used included facilitation/cueing
(22 studies), semantic tasks (nine studies), phonological tasks (four studies), gesture (three studies),
AmerInd signs (one study), complex hand movements (one study).

Six studies included sentence interventions (5%) and were those that elicited sentence structure. All
involved a version of mapping therapy (where verbs and their arguments are produced with the
support of a sentence frame (Byng, Nickels & Black, 1994). One of these studies described VNEST
(Verb Network Strengthening Treatment; Edmonds, Mammino & Ojeda, 2014), and another
(NARNIA; Whitworth et al.,2015) used the treated sentences to build narratives.

In the Communication category there were 13 studies (12%) aimed at improving the participant’s
ability to convey a message. There were eight examples of CIAT (Constraint Induced Aphasia
Therapy) type intervention (for example, Pulvermuller et al., 2001), and five examples of PACE type
(Promoting Aphasics’ Communicative Effectiveness (Davis, 2005)).

Eight studies (7%) were included in the conversation category. This category referred to any nonspecific intervention carried out at conversational level. Four studies described SLT led conversation
practice and in the other four cases volunteer visitors conversed with the participants.

The MIT category (N=6) included five studies utilizing Melodic Intonation Therapy (Albert, Sparks &
Helm, 1973) and another study describing a similar intonation-based intervention.

Few therapies for reading were included (n=4). There were two oral reading interventions, and two
computer-based reading comprehension interventions.
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There were two studies categorised as “other”. The study by Freed, Marshall & Nippold (1995) was
an associate learning task. It assessed PWA’s ability to learn to associate words to abstract symbols.
It contrasted success in naming the symbols depending on whether the participants were given cues
or developed personalised cues. The other study, by Nobis-Bosch, Springer, Radermacher & Huber
(2011) looks at the use of barcoded pictures to allow the participants to be able to practice repeating
dialogues.

The percentage of examples of each intervention category is shown in Figure 2. In summary, the
largest category of intervention was Lexical, the majority of which were interventions for word
naming. There were only six studies to improve word comprehension. Thirty-two (29%) of the
interventions could be classified as general and another eight (7%) were unspecified conversation
practice. Only six (5%) studies described therapies to improve sentence processing and four (4%)
therapies for improving reading.
Figure 2 about here

Studies categorized by research design
Analyses looked at the types of research design (see method for an explanation of the types of
design), the use of standardized tests to measure outcomes, and the numbers of participants; all
measures being an indication of the quality and the robustness of the efficacy studies being
reviewed. Parallel designs (comparing two interventions) are the most numerous (n= 35, 38%)
followed by RCTs (n=24, 26%) and case series (n=21, 23%), with the more complicated cross-over
design being the least represented in the sample (n=13, 14%). The majority of RCT and parallel
studies included at least one published, standardized test in their outcome measures (81% and 90%
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respectively), while this number drops to under 50% for cross-over and case study designs (45% and
46%). The number of studies using each design is shown in Table 2
Table 2 about here

Since we were looking at studies published over a number of decades, it was interesting to see if the
different types of research designs had changed in popularity over time. For each research design,
the number of publications were counted for each decade from 1980 to the present. The small
number of studies from the late 1970s were not included in the analysis. Table 3 plots the number of
each research design across the four decades. Across the first three decades there was no difference
in the number of RCT studies (4 each decade). There were just one or two cross-over designs for each
of these decades. The parallel design studies showed a steady rise while the case studies did not
appear until the 2000s. More studies of all designs were published in the 2010s, despite being
measured across only part of the decade.
Table 3 about here

There was a large variation in the number of participants in the 93 studies. The mean number was 33
with the median (15) and the standard deviation (47) suggesting a large degree of variance. It should
be noted that the figures given are based on the total number of participants recruited in each study,
rather than numbers for the different arms of the study. The smallest number of participants was
artificially set by our exclusion criteria; any studies with fewer than four participants were rejected.
The maximum number of participants was 281. Eighteen studies each had fewer than 10 participants.
The majority of these were case series designs; this applied to 12 of the 21 studies with this design.
However, there were also three cross-over studies and three parallel studies which described studies
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with fewer than 10 participants each. Only 16 studies comprised studies with more than 50
participants, and only seven studies included more than 100 participants.

The mean number of participants for each design differs greatly; the mean no of participants for RCT
and parallel designs are 66 and 32 respectively. By contrast the cross-over and case series designs
had a mean of 11 and 9 participants. The number of participants differs significantly across the
designs (Kruskal Wallis Test: K(3) = 35.98, p<.00001). However, the large standard deviations denote
a degree of overlap.

Participant selection criteria across studies
Since participant selection concerning the aphasic profile is an important parameter for replication
and implementation, participant selection criteria were also considered. Studies which specified the
selection of participants on the basis of specific (cognitive) linguistic tests, or on scores on subtests of
test batteries (not the test batteries as a whole) were categorized as having specific selection criteria.
Only 39 studies (42%) did so, with the other 54 studies (58%) not specifying specific deficits. Of the
39 studies, ten studies (11%) specified non-fluent aphasia as an inclusion criterion and clarified this
with test criteria, although there was no consensus across the studies in terms of how non-fluency
was diagnosed. A further two studies specified non-fluent aphasia as an inclusion criterion but gave
no detail about the test scores used to make this diagnosis, so these two studies were in the group of
54 studies categorised as having unspecified selection criteria.

Of the 39 studies where some aphasia selection criteria were given, 37 specified performance on
lexical measures (word comprehension, naming, repetition). One MIT study assessed singing ability in
addition to a lexical measure. One study specified inclusion on the basis of sentence processing
17

ability, and one based on a measure of global severity. The majority of studies which specified the
selection of participants (26/37) were studies of lexical intervention; and 5/37 were sentence
treatments, 3/37 were MIT, 2/37 were communication treatments and there was one instance of
each of the following intervention types: conversation, general and other.

Was there any relationship between category of intervention and choice of research design? Because
numbers were small (>14 studies) in many of the categories of intervention, it was decided to only
include the two largest categories in this analysis. These were the categories General (32 studies) and
Lexical (40 studies). The studies using these two approaches were selected and the proportion of
design types for each of the therapies were calculated and graphed (Figure 3). Visual inspection of
Figure 3 indicates that a clear pattern emerges; general therapies most commonly use a parallel or
RCT design, whereas lexical intervention is more associated with case studies.
Figure 3 about here

Quality of reporting across studies
Was there a difference of quality of reporting across the different research designs as measured by
the TIDieR checklist? The proportion of studies which provided information for each of the TIDieR
checklist items, is given in Figure 4. The majority of studies provided enough information about for
eight of the 12 categories to be given a score of one in each of those categories ( as described in the
method, the scoring was binary with a score of one given if there was any information given for an
item on the checklist). Information was most often missing on the location of the intervention and
how the intervention might have been individualized or modified through the course of the study.
Equally lacking were considerations of measuring fidelity and adherence. This pattern held across the
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four types of design; A Kruskal- Wallis test indicated that there were no significant differences in the
mean TIDieR scores for each study between the four designs.
Figure 4 about here

Did the novel quality-of-therapy-reporting measure (QTR) give better information on the therapy
descriptions? A majority of studies (71/93, 76%) described the general method given and the details
of the service delivery used (86/93, 86%). By contrast, only 37 (40%) gave sufficient information
about the content in terms of materials and items, 48 about the responses required (52%), and 46
information on dealing with incorrect responses (49%). Just 19 (20%) of the 91 studies achieved the
full score of 5. To exemplify the scoring procedure, consider the following two papers. Abel et al.
(2014) scored for the materials and items question because they reported their stimulus items and
material as follows, “ 132 pictures from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) …were used. 90 picture
names with the lowest baseline performance were attributed to experimental sets of 30 items each
for semantic therapy (SEM), phonological therapy (PHO), and untrained control (CON) … [items] were
controlled for comparable performance during baseline as well as linguistic parameters of spoken
lemma frequency (CELEX German Database,2001), visual complexity and familiarity of
pictures(Genzel, Kerkhoff,&Scheffter,1995… the number of syllables … we also attempted to balance
various semantic fields.”, page 156. Bakheit et al. (2007) did not score on this question because they
reported their stimulus items as follows, “Therapy exercises targeted improvement in understanding
and expression both of spoken and written language in order to improve communication in everyday
life. These included tasks such as picture/object selection, naming objects, describing and recognizing
association between items, facilitating the expression of feelings and opinions and improving
conversational skills. Patients were also encouraged to use gesture and other means of non-verbal
communication, including a wide range of communication aids and equipment.”, page 887.
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Table 4 gives the number and proportion of studies deemed to have achieved each of the five indices
Table 4 about here

Two analyses were carried out to look at the relationship between QTR and the research design
quality. Is it the case that stronger designs were related to better therapy descriptions? First, we
looked to see whether there was any correlation between the QTR measure and the number of
participants. using a Pearson rank correlation. A moderate, inverse correlation between QTR and
number of participants was found (rs = - .514, p<.01). That is, as the quality of therapy reporting
increases, the number of participants reduces.

Secondly did the QTR scores differ across the four different research designs? Considering the RCT
and parallel designs to be the most robust do these score higher QTRs? The mean scores and
standard deviations are shown in Table 5. Similarly to the above inverse finding, the mean QTR score
for the RCT designs was 2.13/5 and for the parallel designs it was 2.74. The QTR mean score for cross
over designs was somewhat higher at 3.62 and highest of all (4.00) for the case series studies. A
Kruskal-Wallis Test was carried out to establish if the QTR differed significantly across the four
different designs and was found to be significant (k(3) = 19.61 p= <.001). Post-hoc t-tests
(homogeneity of scores not assumed) indicated significant differences in scores between the RCT
designs and the Case studies (two sample t-test: t(42) =4.53, P<.001 two tailed), as well as between
the parallel studies and case studies (two sample t-test: t(54) =3.27, P=.002 two tailed).
Table 5 about here
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Discussion
The purpose of this umbrella review ((Becker, Deeks, Oxman, 2006) was to characterize the types of
intervention reported in the aphasia evidence base; to evaluate the quality of the studies (research
design, measurement of outcomes, sample size), explore the specification of inclusionary criteria,
evaluate the quality of aphasia intervention reporting, and to assess aphasia intervention
replicability. Our findings sit in the wider context of concern about reporting quality in aphasia
intervention research and recent initiatives to improve this (Brady et al., 2016; Brady et al. 2020).

Acknowledgement of inadequate scientific reporting has resulted in the development of reporting
guidelines (Simera, Moher, Hoey, Schulz & Altman, 2010), and other materials aimed at improving
scientific reporting (such as the TIDieR checklist). Although there is encouraging evidence that
guidelines can improve the quality of reporting (e.g. Cobo et al., 2011) these positive findings arise
mainly from RCTs examining relatively straightforward interventions whereas complex behavioural
interventions, such as speech and language therapy interventions for aphasia, continue to be less
adequately described. This may be because of the complexity of these interventions, or because
reporting guidelines tend to apply to a wide range of studies and the meaning and application of
terms may not apply equally well across intervention types. For example, the Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) for randomized controlled trials recommends that the description of
interventions (item 5) should include ‘sufficient details to allow replication, including how and when
they were actually administered’ (Schulz, Altman, & Moher, 2010; p.699). However, this suggestion is
unspecific with regard to what details are needed for replication with fidelity. The TIDieR further
specifies some generic details needed for replication (e.g. materials, procedures, providers, modes of
delivery, location, etc.) but the meaning of these terms varies across intervention types and may be
interpreted differently by researchers. A further possibility is that intervention studies are not
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adequately described in published studies because of publishing space requirements. A solution to
this issue would be to include full details as supplemental material.

In the following sections, our findings relating to intervention type, quality of study design, and
selection criteria are first discussed, before the quality of the intervention reporting and replicability
is evaluated.

What types of intervention are included in the studies?
The two largest categories of intervention type were Lexical (36%) and General (29%), with other
types collectively making-up only 35% of the evidence base. Although the interventions included in
the Lexical category include a range of different ways to treat word production, on the whole this
review reveals a lack of diversity of intervention approaches in the aphasia evidence base. There was
a small number of studies aimed at improving conversation either with specific targets (CILT and
PACE) or general conversation in groups, often led by volunteers. There was an even smaller number
of studies describing interventions for sentences, intonation and reading. This finding does not
reflect the diversity, or the functional specificity, of intervention carried out in clinics. Future studies
should therefore encompass a broader range of interventions as well as taking account of the
research priorities of people with aphasia, carers and SLT/Ps (Franklin et al., 2018).

There is a lack of specificity in the descriptions of intervention in a large part of this evidence base,
hampering interpretation and replicability. It was often unclear what was meant by the non-specific
terms used to describe intervention by the studies in the General category (‘usual care’, ‘traditional
therapy’, ‘stimulation therapy’, ‘model-based therapy’). Since the content of aphasia intervention is
hugely variable (Brady et al., 2016; Brady et al., in press . 2020) this is a significant gap in the
evidence base. The combination of interventions and order of different interventions is unexplored
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in the evidence base although is commonly used in clinical practice. For example, functional
communication intervention may be combined with work on a specific aspect of linguistic
impairment or impairment-based intervention may be followed by intervention directed to
functional communication. The current evidence base does not provide information about the
effects of this combination nor about how to order each component for best effect.

What is the quality of the studies in terms of types of research design and the use of standardized
outcome measures?
In this evidence base, parallel group designs are the most numerous, with the more complicated
cross-over design being the least represented. The majority of RCT (81%) and parallel studies (90%)
included at least one standardized outcome measure. General therapies most commonly use a
parallel or RCT design, whereas naming is more associated with multiple case studies. The
proportion of case study designs using a standardized outcome measure was less than half (45%).
There have been more examples of all design types (except cross-over) published over time. This is
particularly true of case series designs, and parallel designs. The increase in the latter is perhaps
because of the ethical difficulty of no-treatment controls. However, increased use of parallel designs
could be considered problematic where an RCT, or other appropriate design, has not previously
shown that at least one of the designs is effective. This is because the design limits the possible
interpretation of the results: if both treatments show improvement, the design does not allow the
conclusion that either treatment is better than no intervention. Research design is also linked to the
phase of the research and the research question. Early phase studies are often case-series, singlesubject, and small group design to explore feasibility and early efficacy (i.e., proof of concept). These
early study designs are essential for pilot work that lays the foundation for larger, more controlled
studies.
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What is the quality of studies in terms of sample size, and are aphasia profiles specified in
inclusionary criteria?
There was an extremely large variation in the number of participants in the 93 studies, with only 16
studies including more than 50 participants, and only seven studies including more than 100
participants. The conclusion from this is that almost all the group studies designed to look at
effectiveness in the aphasia intervention evidence base are likely to have been under-powered.
Small numbers effect the degree of experimental control for measuring intervention effects, making
it more likely that results are influenced by the effects of observation or spontaneous recovery. In
addition, larger participant numbers are needed for post-hoc analysis of candidacy. It is not always
clear from the studies reviewed why numbers are small, but it can be hypothesized that availability
of patients and funding are contributory factors, as well as the stage of development of the
intervention, with early phases (e.g. Phase I, proof of concept) inevitably including small numbers.

We also evaluated the extent to which the studies in this review recruited participants with specific
aphasia profiles. Aphasia is a heterogeneous condition, with potentially quite different interventions
required for different aphasic difficulties, so it might be expected that there would be very specific
descriptions of aphasia profiles for testing specific interventions. However, only 39 studies (42%)
included aphasia selection criteria (mostly performance on word comprehension, naming and
repetition tests), most commonly those describing lexical interventions. Often information was given
post-selection about the classical aphasia type and general severity, but even at this level there were
no post-hoc analyses to establish whether people with different aphasia types or severity responded
differently to the intervention. Inclusion criteria tended instead to be focused on factors such as age,
first stroke or time post-onset, but for these studies the participants with aphasia were treated as an
homogenous group in terms of their communication profiles. In terms of acute, post-acute and
chronic stages of aphasia, the majority of studies involved patients more than three months post
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onset. Only 22% of studies included patients less than three months post onset, despite the fact that
there is evidence for the efficacy of treatment for participants with aphasia in all stages of recovery,
and indications that outcomes may be greatest in the acute stage (Robey, 1998).

This gap in the evidence base is a cause for concern because aphasia intervention is best described in
terms of specific interventions for specific aphasia profiles. For example, there is evidence that
efficacy is influenced by the effective targeting of intervention at a specific level of language
impairment (e.g. phonological output - Jacquemot, Dupoux, Robotham, & Bachoud-Lévi, 2012; and
grammatical morphology - de Aguiar, Bastiaanse, & Miceli, 2016).

What is the quality of intervention reporting, and how replicable are the interventions?
Two analyses (TIDieR and QTR) revealed areas of strength and weakness in the evidence base. More
than 50% of studies provided information about eight of the twelve TIDieR categories (name, why,
materials, procedures, who, how, when, and tailoring), although it should be noted that the rating
did not require complete information. Information was most often missing on the location of the
intervention, perhaps because this is seen as less important for replicability and implementation.
Details about how the intervention might have been modified through the course of the study
(modification and actual fidelity) was lacking. Although information about personalisation and
adaptation (tailoring) was present in the majority of studies, it was missing in 43/93 studies (46%).
Lack of tailoring (and reporting of this) may arise specifically because researchers are aiming for
replicability. On the novel quality-of-therapy-reporting measure (QTR), a majority of studies
described the general method and the details of the service delivery used but only around a half of
studies provided sufficient information for the other indices (intervention content, responses
required and type of feedback given). Just 19 (20%) of the 93 studies achieved the full score of five
points which would indicate they were fully replicable. There are some studies not achieving a
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perfect replicability score where the intervention detail is published more fully elsewhere (such as in
a protocol paper on additional online resources elsewhere), however these studies were in the
minority. And even where the intervention method is adequately described within the restrictions of
the guidelines of the journal, in most cases, the detailed information necessary to perform a reliable
replication study was missing.

There was a relationship between the reporting quality rating (QTR), the research design, and the
number of participants, indicating that case series studies (those with fewer participants) scored
significantly higher on the quality of intervention reporting indices than RCT and parallel designs
(with more participants). This reflects the advantages and limitations of different designs outlined
by Best and colleagues (Best, Wei Sze, Edmundson, & Nickels, 2019).

Limitations
The studies included in this review were not sourced directly from databases but from the reference
lists of other reviews, which may limit confidence in the representativeness of the evidence reviewed
here. However, each reference list source, represents reliable, comprehensive and up-to-date
searches and collectively they constitute most reputable syntheses available in aphasia rehabilitation
research. In addition, our research questions allowed us to focus on the core evidence base in
aphasia rehabilitation because we selected for a range of robust study deigns (rather than just RCTs)
and for only those studies investigating speech and language therapy interventions in aphasia.
The scope of this review was an analysis of aphasia intervention studies and did not include
intervention descriptions published separately (online, in clinical tools, or as a separate trial
protocols). This means that our evaluation of how replicable and implementable this evidence base
is limited to intervention studies only.
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Conclusions
The results of this review revealed reporting gaps in the evidence base that should be targeted as a
priority in future research to promote replicability. We would suggest that the field needs both work
using case series and work using the larger research designs (Best, et al., 2019). Future research
using case series should focus on maximizing their robustness and intervention reporting quality.
Systematic reviews and meta-syntheses of good quality single case studies and case series would also
strengthen the field and increase our knowledge concerning the effectiveness of specific
interventions for specific aphasias (e.g. Pierce, Menahemi-Falkov, O’Halloran, Togher, & Rose 2017).
Large, well-powered RCTs with good assessment of participants, replicable description of
intervention should crucially include post-hoc regression to look at efficacy of different interventions
for different aphasia profiles. Agreed outcome measures, such as the Core Outcome Set proposed by
Wallace and colleagues (Wallace et al.,2019, (with recognition of the possibilities in different
countries and languages), would then allow for greater comparability, and for post-hoc regression
analyses to explore efficacy and candidacy across as well as within studies.
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Table 1 Items in the TIDieR1 (Hoffmann et al., 2014)
Brief name

When and how much
Number of sessions, duration and intensity

Why

Tailoring

Rationale or goal of the intervention

Any adaptations for the individual?

What – Materials

Modifications

Materials used in intervention

Changes made to the intervention during the
course of the study

What – Procedures

How well (fidelity and adherence) – Planned

Each procedure with enabling activities

How were fidelity or adherence assessed?

How (mode of delivery)

How well (fidelity and adherence) – Actual

Face to face or other, individual or group

Extent to which intervention was delivered as
planned

Where
Location where intervention occurred

1

The Template for Intervention Description and Replication (TIDieR) (Hoffmann et al. 2014)
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Table 2 Number of studies per design (n=93 studies)
No of studies (%)

% used at least 1
published test in
outcome measures

Parallel

35

38

81

Randomised

24

26

90

Case series

21

23

45

Cross over

13

14

46

Controlled
Trial
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Table 3: No of studies by design over time (n=93 studies)

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Randomised Controlled Trial

4

4

4

11

Parallel

4

6

8

16

Cross-over

2

1

2

8

Case study

0

0

6

14

45

Table 4: Percentage of studies achieving each index on the novel Quality of Therapy Reporting
measure (QTR)
N (of 93 studies)

% of studies

Method given

71

76%

Materials/items specified

37

40%

Service delivery clear

80

86%

Specified responses

48

52%

Info given when incorrect

46

49%

Mean total quality score = 2.94 (out of 5), SD 1.54
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Table 5: Mean Quality of Therapy Reporting (QTR) score by design type (n= 93 studies)
Design

Mean QTR/5

SD

Trial

2.13

1.40

Parallel

2.74

1.42

Crossover

3.62

1.19

Case series

4.00

1.34

Randomised
Controlled
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Figure 1: Literature Selection and Review Details
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Figure 2: Proportions of treatment categories reported (n= 93 studies)

Lexical (36%)

General (29%)

Communication (12%)

Conversation (7%)

Sentence (5%)

MIT (5%)

Reading (4%)

Other (2%)
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Figure 3: Number of lexical versus general treatments investigated across the four research designs
(n=72 treatments)
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Case study

Percentage of studies

Figure 4 percentage of studies with information on each TIDieR checklist item (n=93 studies)
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